AERO 2022 FRIEDRICHSHAFEN

WITH
PRAGUE

APR 22‐1 MAY

FRI 22 Depart late evening for our ferry crossing to Calais.
SAT 23 Early stops at LIEGE and then KOLN BONN, before arriving at FRANKFURT. We spend some time at the end
of the runway, before check-in at our regular hotel, with views of the whole airport and a short walk from the bridge view.
SUN 24 Leave next morning to EGELSBACH, HASSFURT, NURNBURG, SLANY, KLADNO and then PRAGUE
where we spend the next 2 nights at our airport hotel, next to the terminal.
MON 25 We have a full day in the Prague area, visiting KBELY, LETNANY, TOCNA, VODOCHODY and BUBOVICE.
TUE 26 A morning departure for the museum at ZRUC, Then we visit KLATOVY, home to a busy aeroclub and several
Skyvans. Then on into Germany and MUNICH where we spend the evening on the mound, with our nearby hotel.
WED 27 After breakfast, a quick circuit, then to AERO 2020 for the afternoon. Our hotel for 2 nights is at MEMMINGEN.
THU 28 A full day at the show. Optional visit to nearby MARKDORF from 11-2pm. Then return to our hotel at 6pm
FRI 29 We return to the show for our final visit, spending the whole day. We depart at 5pm to STUTTGART
SAT 30 We have a full ramp tour this morning. Then we visit WORMS, RAMSTEIN airbase, HERMESKEIL MUSEUM
then finally LUXEMBOURG and our overnight hotel at the airport, across from the terminal.

SUN 1 Our final day sees stops at CERFONTAINE, CHARLEROI and a short stop at BRUSSELS, before returning to
the UK, arriving back late evening.

Several other stops will be made, where we find interesting aircraft scattered around on our journey.

Fly out or back. Join us en-route

Cost: £789

Deposit: £220

Single Room: £325

Cost includes: Coach transportation, Ferry crossings, 8 nights hotel (Bed & Breakfast)
UPGRADES

£199
DOUBLE SEAT
& Free Drinks

